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ABSTRACT
In modern commodity operating systems, core functionality
is usually designed assuming that the underlying processor
hardware always functions correctly. Shrinking hardware
feature sizes break this assumption. Existing approaches to
cope with these issues either use hardware functionality that
is not available in commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) systems
or poses additional requirements on the software development side, making reuse of existing software hard, if not
impossible.
In this paper we present Romain, a framework that provides transparent redundant multithreading1 as an operating system service for hardware error detection and recovery. When applied to a standard benchmark suite, Romain
requires a maximum runtime overhead of 30 % for triplemodular redundancy (while in many cases remaining below
5 %). Furthermore, our approach minimizes the complexity
added to the operating system for the sake of replication.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.4.5 [Reliability]: Fault-tolerance

General Terms
Design,Reliability

Keywords
Microkernel, Redundant Multithreading

1. INTRODUCTION
Modern processor development exploits smaller hardware
feature sizes to provide more functional units on the same die
size in order to increase processors’ performance and feature
sets. This trend has a major drawback: chips become more
1
Note that the term redundant multithreading refers to using
multiple threads for replication, not necessarily to support
multithreaded applications.
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error prone and constantly or temporarily exhibit incorrect
behavior.
Sources for hardware-related errors are manyfold. The
lithographic process used for implementing hardware features at sizes as small as 22 nm still uses wavelengths of
193 nm. This may result in processors that don’t work right
from the start [7] or expose a large variety in terms of gate
switch delays [25]. Furthermore, functional units may suffer
from heat-induced errors [37], aging effects, or errors caused
by undervolting or frequency scaling [49]. Finally, radiation
originating from space or the packaging of the chip may lead
to single-event upsets (SEU) [24], transient errors that manifest as bit-flips at the software level.
Coping with these problems at the hardware level has
the advantage that software does not need to be aware
of them. However, such solutions often involve specialized hardware circuitry, making these solutions infeasible
in commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) systems. In contrast,
software-implemented fault tolerance can easily be adapted
by patching the involved applications and integrating with
operating system (OS) resource scheduling. This flexibility
comes at a price: Software developers need to be aware
of potential hardware errors and use the right techniques
to handle them. This requirement decreases developers’
productivity. Therefore, we argue that it should be the operating system’s responsibility to deal with hardware errors
and provide resilience guarantees to user-level applications.
OS support for handling errors has been extensively researched with respect to software errors [15, 19, 29]. Hardware errors have been investigated with respect to I/O devices and device drivers [18, 30]. However, tolerance against
CPU failures is often limited to systems that can make use of
specialized hardware components or employ dedicated software techniques [5, 12].
Our goal is to have the operating system provide fault tolerance against transient hardware errors in the CPU while
still running on cheap COTS hardware and without restraining the software developers to using dedicated compilers or
programming techniques.
In this paper we make the following contributions:
• We present our implementation of Romain, an operating system service using software-implemented transparent redundant multithreading [33] (RMT) to detect
hardware errors during the execution of user-level applications. Romain recovers from detected errors using
n-way modular redundancy.
To minimize runtime overhead, replicas are distributed
across all available CPU cores. Application state is
only compared before externalizing state, e.g. when

performing system calls. In the current implementation, Romain is restricted to replicate single-threaded
applications. We discuss how to extend our approach
to handle multithreaded programs.
• Romain is implemented within a state-of-the-art
capability-based operating system and we show how
capabilities can efficiently be managed for replicated
applications.
• Shared memory needs special treatment with respect
to replicated execution. We investigate trap & emulate
techniques for shared memory accesses and present a
solution that works without a complex instruction emulator.
• We discuss how Romain fits into ASTEROID, an operating system architecture designed with the possibility of hardware errors in mind. ASTEROID provides
a critical core of software components, that must be
trusted to work correctly and that need to be hardened
using other techniques than the rest of the system. We
refer to this critical core as the reliable computing base
(RCB). Romain adds less than 3,000 lines of code to
this RCB
After giving an overview of the broad spectrum of available research in our area in Section 2, we discuss our assumptions about the hardware fault model in Section 3. Section 4 introduces the ASTEROID OS architecture and gives
a short introduction to the Fiasco.OC kernel, which provides the necessary operating system services in our RCB.
In Section 5 we then discuss the implementation of Romain,
before we evaluate Romain with experiments based on the
MiBench benchmark suite [13] in Section 6.

2. RELATED WORK
Research into operating systems fault tolerance often focuses on preventing or recovering from software errors, because these occur at a much higher frequency than hardware
errors in today’s systems. The Minix3 operating system [15]
provides fault-tolerant execution by monitoring state-less
applications for crashes and restarting them if necessary.
David and colleagues extended this concept with kernelprotected state storage that can survive restarts [10]. Vogt
et al. added Minix3-like restartability to the L4/Fiasco microkernel, focusing on the reintegration of restarted services
into a capability-based system [46]. The SeL4 microkernel
aims at fault avoidance by formally verifying that certain
software errors can never happen [19]. All these approaches
focus on software errors, whereas our approach aims at detecting and recovering from errors in computational hardware.
The existence of faulty hardware has been researched by
the OS community in the context of I/O devices. Hard
disks and network communication were hardened using redundancy at the data and device level [30, 31] and these approaches were widely adopted in practical systems. Apart
from that, most research on device-related issues focuses on
software errors, especially in device drivers [29, 35]. In contrast to these works, this paper is mainly concerned with
hardware errors occurring in the CPU instead of I/O devices. As a notable exception, Kadav and colleagues proposed a tool to validate device driver code to not trust data
read from hardware without proper validation [18].
Operating systems for highly available mainframe computers are designed to cope with all potential malfunctions

at the hardware and software level [5, 6, 17]. These systems
rely on tight integration with specialized hardware [16, 32].
In our work, we provide tolerance against hardware faults using a commodity operating system running on COTS hardware.
Chip manufacturers produce hardware that masks errors,
so they never become visible to software. A prominent example for such technologies is the application of error-correcting
codes (ECC) [24] to protect memory and CPU registers. Researchers also proposed hardware extensions to handle errors in functional units: The DIVA architecture suggested
to augment a non-reliable CPU core with a checker core
built in a less complex and less error-prone way [4]. IBM’s
Power6 CPUs enhanced the processor pipeline with signature checks [32]. IBM’s PowerPC 750GX allows executing
software redundantly on lockstep processors [16].
Hardware error detection, masking and recovery is attractive, because it simplifies the lives of software developers.
However, integrating these measures into a platform is costly
and it takes a long time (if it happens at all) until these solutions reach the COTS market. We therefore develop an
operating system architecture that solely relies on hardware
features available in COTS hardware.
A range of software-only solutions dealing with hardware
errors have been proposed. Oh et al. implemented checking of application control-flow using compiler-generated signatures [26] and duplicated instructions to detect computational errors [27]. Reis et al. integrated control-flow checking
and error detection into one compiler, SWIFT [34]. SWIFT
still had a couple of vulnerabilities that were addressed by
Fetzer et al. [11] using arithmetic coding techniques.
Software-only solutions work without any support from
the underlying hardware. However, they usually come as
compiler extensions and require the whole software stack
to be recompiled, which is impossible for proprietary thirdparty software. Our solution replicates execution at the binary code level and therefore works for all kinds of applications. Furthermore, it is transparent and does not require
cooperation by the replicated application.
Hardware-level redundant multithreading executes the
same code on multiple hardware threads and validates the
order and content of memory accesses [33]. Wang et al. presented a compiler solution that achieves the same without
the need for specialized hardware [47], but requires to recompile the whole software stack with their compiler. Shye
and colleagues presented a runtime approach to RMT [38].
Their solution runs applications redundantly and uses binary recompilation to redirect system calls and accesses to
shared memory to a master process that compares replica
states. We chose the same approach with Romain and take
Shye’s approach to the operating system level, but provide
three advantages: First, we also inspect OS-level events
such as page faults, increasing the amount of monitored
events for the sake of earlier error detection. Second, we
do not rely on a binary recompiler to replicate applications,
and thereby can come up with a solution less complex to
comprehend. Third, by using a microkernel as the basis
of our work, we enable to use replication to harden OS
services, such as device drivers and protocol stacks.

3.

FAULT MODEL

The design and experiments described in this paper assume a single event upset (SEU) fault model [50]. SEUs are
transient errors caused by cosmic or environmental radia-

tion, which can cause a transistor state change, resulting in
a bit turning from 0 to 1 or vice versa.
Computer memory was the first device found to suffer
from SEUs [50]. ECC techniques have been developed to
detect and recover from memory SEUs and we observe
these techniques to be widely available in today’s COTS
systems [24]. Hence, we focus our efforts on SEUs that
affect the functional units of the CPU.
The probability of radiation effects depends on the geographical location (natural radiation levels vary) and the
height above sea level [24, 41]. Time does not influence SEU
probabilities. Therefore, we assume SEUs to be distributed
uniformly over time. In line with related research we assume
that SEUs occur rarely enough so that only a single error in
a single functional unit is active at a given point in time [34].
Several studies show that a significant amount of SEUs are
masked either by the hardware or by application code before
they manifest as observable deviation in program behavior.
Saggese injected microarchitectural faults in a simulator and
found hardware to mask between 0.5 and 30 percent of all
SEUs before they propagate to the software level [36]. Arlat et al. injected faults into a microkernel operating system and found between 25 and 30 percent of all faults to
be masked by the hardware or the OS [2]. Wang and colleagues identified programming constructs that make the application execute correctly even if SEUs cause the CPU to
take a wrong branch. These outcome-tolerant branches were
found to make up between 20 and 30 percent of all branches
in the SPEC CPU 2000 benchmarks [48]. Romain benefits from these observations and delays state comparisons
between replicas until the point where this state becomes
visible to external applications.
Despite focusing on SEUs, we believe that the error detection mechanisms used in Romain will also detect other fault
classes, such as permanent errors, as well as semi-permanent
errors that occur for instance when heat crosses a certain
threshold and vanish once the chip cools down. We think
the difference between these error models is not in detection
but in the way recovery works. While SEUs can be fixed
by overwriting faulty state with correct state, non-transient
errors need more complex recovery such as migrating the
faulty job to another hardware node [8] or switching to an
alternative implementation that does not make use of faulty
hardware circuitry [23].

4. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The ASTEROID system architecture is depicted in Figure 1. The hardware consists of COTS components, which
are manufactured to come at a cheap price and for this reason do not incorporate specialized hardware fault tolerance
mechanisms. As an exception, we assume memory hardware
to be protected by ECC, which is a widespread feature of
COTS memory devices these days.
The software stack is split into two layers. The critical
core includes all services user-level applications need to rely
on. These services include fundamental operating system
services such as resource scheduling, multi-tasking and address space isolation. Additionally, the core also provides
functionality that allows higher-level components to correctly execute in the presence of hardware faults. In our
case, this includes the Romain framework.
The higher-level application layer comprises all applications running on top of the ASTEROID system and making
use of its services. These applications are implemented by

Figure 1: ASTEROID System Overview
developers without specific knowledge about system and
hardware internals. Furthermore, we observe a growing
body of software that is delivered only in binary form, ranging from mobile applications downloaded from AppStores
to device drivers that are distributed without their source
code. Therefore, our goal is to run unmodified applications
and have the critical core provide the necessary mechanisms
to transparently detect and recover from hardware errors.
While the critical core provides all means to safely execute applications in the application layer, the core’s fault
tolerance mechanisms cannot be used to protect core software itself. Therefore, other mechanisms need to be used at
this level to ensure correct execution. In contrast to the application layer, we have full control over the software stack
running in the critical core. This allows us to make use
of potentially expensive techniques available at the software
level such as applying basic block signatures [26], operand
encoding [11], and compiler-inserted assertions [45].

4.1

Reliable Computing Base

In the context of secure systems, the term trusted computing base (TCB) refers to the set of hardware and software
components an application needs to trust in order to maintain certain security goals [14]. To reduce testing and validation efforts, it has been proposed to minimize the TCB as
much as possible [9,39]. Similar to the TCB, we think of the
critical core as the software components that are necessary
to provide transparent replication to applications and that
itself need to be hardened using different means. Hence,
we coined the term reliable computing base (RCB) for the
critical core.
The mechanisms used to harden the RCB will be potentially expensive in terms of implementation effort or runtime
overhead [11]. Therefore, we strive to minimize the amount
of time spent executing in the RCB as well as the amount
of code requiring special treatment. To this end, we make
three design decisions: First, we minimize interaction between a replicated application and the RCB during normal
runtime by only inspecting replica states at points where
this state is externalized. Second, we minimize the amount
of code that is added to the system by Romain. This rules
out using large code bases, such as a binary recompilation
tool used in Shye’s work [38]. The runtime recompiler alone
would add about 100,000 lines of code to the RCB. Instead,
we use facilities that already exist in the operating system
and augment them for our purposes where needed.
Third, the operating system kernel is part of the RCB.
However, not all OS functionality lies on the critical path

for providing fault tolerant execution. By using a componentized microkernel, we minimize the RCB and additionally enable Romain to be applied to system-level components such as device drivers and protocol stacks, so that
these components are executed outside the RCB.
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4.2 Fiasco.OC: Minimizing the RCB
The ASTEROID operating system is based on the Fiasco.OC microkernel [43]. Software running on top of Fiasco.OC consists of objects implemented in dedicated processes.
Similar to other third-generation microkernels such as
Nova [40] and SeL4 [19], Fiasco.OC enables fine-grain access control over kernel objects by implementing object
references as kernel-protected capabilities. A thread of execution can only use functionality of an object if it possesses
a capability for this object. Capabilities are managed by the
kernel on a per-process basis and are stored in a capability
table. Similar to file descriptors in POSIX operating systems, a process only references its capabilities using indices
into this capability table, but it never knows where the
object behind this capability is implemented and cannot
forge capabilities it did not explicitly obtain.
If owning an object capability, an application can use
its functionality through a system call, which translates a
function call into a message sent through the kernel’s interprocess communication (IPC) mechanism. The parameters
for a system call are passed through architectural registers
and through the user-level thread control block (UTCB),
a thread-specific memory region shared between the kernel
and the user process. Fiasco.OC’s IPC mechanism does not
only support sending messages, but also attaching capabilities to a message. This is called a mapping and can be used
to transfer access rights to memory pages or object capabilities between processes.
Memory management for Fiasco.OC applications is performed at the user-level using an implementation of hierarchical paging which has been derived from SawMill [3].
Every process runs a dedicated memory manager that is responsible for managing this process’s address space. The
memory manager knows about all sources of memory mappings (dataspaces in SawMill’s terms). Whenever another
thread of this process raises a page fault, the kernel reflects
this fault to the memory manager, which in turn resolves the
page fault by obtaining a memory mapping from the proper
memory source.
Fiasco.OC has another feature, which aids our goal of
transparently replicating binary applications: A thread can
execute user-level code within an address space. If at any
point in time, this thread causes a CPU exception, for instance by issuing a system call or raising a page fault, it
is migrated to another process, where this exception can
be handled before resuming execution. This whole mechanism [20] is fully transparent to the thread in question.

5. TRANSPARENT REDUNDANT MULTITHREADING
Romain provides tolerance against hardware SEUs by
using software-implemented redundant multithreading to
replicate program execution. The replication approach is
transparent to user-level applications and allows execution
of any program written to run on Fiasco.OC without relying
on source code availability or cooperation. Our prototype
implementation was done on x86/32, but there are only
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Figure 2: Romain architecture
few platform-specifics in Romain and we are convinced that
it will in the end work on all platforms that Fiasco.OC is
running on, which includes “real” embedded platforms, such
as ARM.
Figure 2 depicts the internal layout of an application replicated using Romain. Every replica is run in a separate address space, leveraging hardware memory isolation to avoid
propagation of an error from one replica to others. The
amount of replicas is configurable and allows for n-way modular redundancy. A master process is responsible for managing the replicas of a single application, comparing their
states, and performing recovery if necessary. It is furthermore the only part of the replicated application that performs any communication with other applications. This
master is part of the RCB as defined in Section 4.1.
At application startup, the master serves as the program
loader for the replicated application. It creates the initial
replica address spaces and sets up an environment consisting
of an initial stack, environment variables, and an initial set of
capabilities. These actions are identical to those a program
loader performs in the Fiasco.OC environment.
After the initial setup phase, the master creates one initial
thread for each replica and configures it to start running
within the respective replica address space. Whenever the
replica thread raises a CPU exception, such as a page fault
or a system call, the Fiasco.OC kernel migrates this thread
to the master address space, where an exception handler is
executed.
This handler function is the entry point to the second
role performed by the master: runtime state comparison.
A faulting replica thread is blocked until all other replica
threads raise their next exception. The master then compares their states to make sure that all replicas raised the
same exception and their architectural states match. The
state comparison includes architectural registers, kernellevel exception state, and UTCB contents.
If the master finds the replica states to be identical, it is
responsible for handling the respective exception. In Romain
this handling is implemented by observer modules, which get
notified whenever an exceptional situation is encountered.
An observer handles the exception by inspecting the state
of one replica and acting upon it. Then, the result of this
operation (e.g., system call return values) are injected into
the other waiting replicas by overwriting their thread states.
This allows the master to remain in full control of all interactions between the replicated application and the rest of
the system. After successful exception handling, every re-
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Figure 3: Matching capability tables between master and replicas
plica thread is migrated back to its respective address space
and continues execution.
While the master is able to determine that the replicas’
outputs to the external world match, it still needs to maintain control over inputs reaching the replicas. In Fiasco.OC
this exclusively happens through synchronous system calls,
which are covered by the exception handling mechanism.
This is slightly different for shared memory, as we will discuss in Section 5.2.

5.1 Replica Resource Management
The exceptions caused by replicas and handled by the
master fall into one of two categories: operations on kernel objects and operations on memory. Kernel objects are
represented by capabilities, which Fiasco.OC maintains in
a per-process capability table. To remain in control of all
actions performed by a replica, the master needs to possess
a capability to every object the replicas access. In addition,
the master also requires capabilities to objects that are only
used by itself. This means that over time the master’s capability table will diverge from the replicas’ ones.
To handle a replica’s system call, the master needs to
identify the kernel object the replica is referring to. This requires a data structure virtualizing each replica’s capability
table and mapping its entries to those owned by the master
as shown in Figure 3 a). This approach complicates system call handling: for every system call, the master needs
to identify all capabilities within the replica’s architectural
state and its UTCB. Then it must translate them to master
capabilities and execute the system call. As the system call
reply may also contain capabilities, these need to get translated back to replica capabilities before resuming execution.
To avoid the complexity of translating capabilities, Romain partitions the master’s capability table as shown in
Figure 3 b). One part is used by the master to obtain private capability mappings. This part is marked as reserved
when setting up the initial environment for each replica,
thereby making sure that replicas will only obtain mappings
in the remainder of their capability tables. Due to this partitioning scheme, the master can carry out system calls on
behalf of a replica and receive capability mappings into the
replica-specific partition of its capability table. Capabilities

are mapped to the same index in the master and the replicas. The master does not have to perform any translation
upon a system call.
While this approach allows redirecting all system calls
without modifying their parameters or emulating their behavior, there remains a subset of system calls that need to
be emulated by the master. First, some objects exist locally
in the replicated task and are therefore existent in every
replica. Modifications to these objects need to be applied
in all replicas. Second, all system calls relating to the layout of the replicas’ address spaces and requests for memory
mappings are executed by the master as well.
To manage memory at the user level, Fiasco.OC assigns
every thread a memory manager capability, which is provided during application startup. This capability is used a)
by a thread to attach a memory object to its address space
in order to use it, and b) by the Fiasco.OC kernel to reflect
page faults occurring at runtime. The Romain master virtualizes this capability for the replicas in order to remain in
control of how replica address spaces are laid out.
The master maintains a representation of every replica’s
address space and distinguishes between read-only and
writable regions. As discussed in Section 4 we rely on
memory to be protected by ECC techniques. This allows
the master to use a single copy of every read-only memory
region and share it among all replicas. In contrast, the
master allocates a dedicated copy of writable memory regions for each replica. This increases the memory overhead
imposed by Romain. However, the alternative would be
to maintain a single copy of the region, map it to replicas
read-only and emulate the write operation whenever a write
page fault occurred in this region. This trap & emulate
approach would drastically increase the runtime overhead
for replication.

5.2

Shared Memory

The mechanisms discussed so far provide replicated execution under the assumption that all interactions between the
replicated application and the outside world can be trapped
and handled by the master. This assumption does not hold
in the case of shared memory, as its content may be modified by a thread outside of the master’s control at any time.
The master still needs to make sure that whenever replicas
access shared memory, they read the same data regardless
of the timing or order of access. Therefore, in contrast to
anonymous memory that is only used internally by the replicated application, a trap & emulate approach is required for
handling shared memory regions.

Trap & emulate
Fiasco.OC applications obtain anonymous memory by invoking a memory allocator capability. The returned anonymous memory region is thereafter attached to the local address space by invoking the previously discussed memory
manager capability. Romain virtualizes the memory allocator capability in order to keep track of all memory regions
that have been allocated through it. Thereby the master is
able to distinguish between anonymous memory that can be
directly mapped to the replicas’ address spaces and shared
memory objects that require special handling.
When a replica attaches a shared memory region to its
address space, the master does not add a memory mapping,
but lets the replica continue execution as if a mapping had
been established. Thereby every future memory access to

pushad
mov eax, [replica->eax]
mov ebx, [replica->ebx]
mov ecx, [replica->ecx]
[...]
mov esp, [replica->esp]

Preﬁx

nop
nop
nop
[...]
nop

NOP sled

mov [replica->esp], esp
[..]
mov [replica->ebx], ebx
mov [replica->eax], eax
popad

Suﬃx

Figure 4: Executing a replica’s instruction in the
master
the respective region will lead to a page fault that is then
handled by the master in a trap & emulate observer module.
Emulating read and write operations on shared memory
regions is expensive in terms of overhead and implementation complexity. It requires an instruction emulator which
in our case needs to cope with the full semantics of x86/32
memory operations and addressing modes. As a matter of
fact, we started implementing such an emulator using the
udis86 disassembler library [42], which consists of about
6,000 lines of code. We added an instruction emulator of
about 500 lines of code, restricting it to handle the instructions mov, push/pop, stosd, movsd, and call. This emulator was by far not complete, but allowed to replicate a tiny
Fiasco.OC application using trap & emulate for accessing
memory. Still, a full emulator would add thousands of lines
of code to the RCB. This does not fit well with our goal of
minimizing the RCB.

Copy & Execute
Looking closer at shared memory accesses, an instruction
emulator needs to perform two tasks: First, it needs to
translate virtual addresses in the replica’s address space to
virtual addresses in the master’s address space so that emulation operates on the proper region. Second, the emulator
needs to perform the memory operation.
As the master is in full control of the replica’s address
space layout, it can make sure that shared memory regions
are mapped to the same virtual address in the master and replica address spaces. Thereby, if a replica raises a page fault
in shared memory, the master can directly deduce where to
perform this operation in its own address space. To additionally avoid the complexity and overhead of emulating the
current instruction, we decided to make the master execute
this instruction on the fastest and most complete instruction
emulator available to us: the physical CPU.
To execute the replica’s instruction locally in the master,
the master maintains a buffer as shown in Figure 4. It contains prefix code, a NOP sled, and suffix code. The prefix
code is responsible for storing the master’s architectural registers on the stack (using pushad) and copying the trapping
thread’s register state to the architectural registers. The
suffix code is responsible for reverting these actions. The
NOP sled is patched with the instruction from the remote
replica. To do so, we determine the instruction length using
the MLDE32 instruction length decoder [44] and then copy the
instruction into the NOP sled, before executing the instruction sequence in the buffer. Implementing this approach

requires less than 300 lines of code and therefore minimizes
the RCB complexity for emulating remote memory accesses.
Our solution has two limitations: if the remote instruction
executed within the master performed a memory-indirect
branch (such as ’jmp [eax]’), execution would divert and
never reach the suffix code. This can be mitigated by using CPU support for single-stepping to ensure that only one
instruction is executed before control is handed back to the
master’s code. However, this would increase runtime overhead because of the need for handling the additional singlestep interrupt. So far we did not find any use case, where
an application makes use of indirect branch targets that are
stored in shared memory and we assume that this would already be an exceptional case for non-replicated execution.
Therefore, we chose to not address this limitation in our
implementation of Romain yet.
Furthermore, executing the shared memory access directly in the master does not replicate this single instruction. Therefore, execution is vulnerable against hardware
errors for this single instruction.

Leveraging application knowledge
As we will see in Section 6.2, executing the replica’s shared
memory instruction in the master yields a better performance than emulating the instruction using a custom-built
emulator. Nevertheless, it is still much slower than letting
the replica execute shared-memory access directly without
any interaction with the master.
In some scenarios, it is possible to leverage application
knowledge to decrease the replication overhead in the presence of shared memory usage. One such scenario is the use
of shared memory regions that are used mostly for static,
read-only data.
The Fiasco.OC kernel provides applications with a kernel info page (KIP), which contains mostly static information, such as the kernel version number and configured features. Its most prominent content, is the code for entering the kernel, which is provided by Fiasco.OC similar to
Linux’ vsyscall page. The KIP also contains dynamic data:
whenever the kernel decides to schedule a thread, it updates a time field within the KIP, which the thread can
then use to obtain the current wall clock time through the
C library’s gettimeofday function. In a replicated application, the master needs to consider the dynamic time an
external input and only if we can make sure that all replicas
see the same value upon an access, we can make sure that
their behavior will be consistent after this event.
The static nature of its content and the requirement to
access the KIP for every system call prohibit emulating accesses to it. Instead, we currently statically analyse the replicated binary for memory accesses to the well-known clock
address within the KIP. We then place a software breakpoint on these instructions and provide an observer module
that emulates accesses to the clock field. While patching
with interrupt instructions is a generic solution, which can
be applied to an arbitrary amount of mostly-static shared
memory regions, it still requires the binary to be analysed
beforehand. An alternative would be to use hardware breakpoints provided by most of today’s CPUs. Then, one could
set a data breakpoint on the addresses of interest and provide handler code to emulate the corresponding accesses.
However, we did not do so yet, because hardware breakpoints are a limited resource.

5.3 Recovery

6. EVALUATION
One fundamental assumption we based our work on was
that a substantial amount of SEUs does not lead to erroneous behavior and it therefore makes sense to delay state
comparison between replicas in order to decrease our solution’s runtime overhead. We validate this assumption using
fault injection experiments in Section 6.1. Thereafter, we
evaluate Romain’s overhead for double- and triple-modular
redundancy in Section 6.2 and give an overview of our solution’s code complexity in Section 6.3.

6.1 Fault Injection Experiments
We implemented a fault injection suite as an observer
module within Romain. Using this suite, we simulated SEU
injections of four types of errors in functional units. The
error types were selected to mimic the hard error types injected by Li [21]:
• Register flip: We set a breakpoint on a random instruction from the application’s code section and in
the breakpoint handler trigger a flip of a random bit
in a random general-purpose register to simulate SEUs
in the register file.
• Decode: We simulate an SEU during instruction decoding by sampling a random instruction, flipping a
bit in this instruction, single-stepping over the newly
generated instruction and reverting the bit flip afterwards.
• ALU: We select a random arithmetic instruction and
upon encountering it, randomly do one of three things:
(1) modify the instruction to perform another arithmetic operation, (2) randomly flip a bit in one of the
input operands, or (3) modify the output target. This
simulates SEUs occurring in the arithmetic-logic unit.
• RAT: The register-allocation table (RAT) maintains
a mapping between the general purpose registers
(GPRs) exposed to an application and the physical
register file provided by the underlying CPU. We simulate an SEU in the RAT by randomly intercepting
an instruction that uses register operands. We then
modify this instruction to use a random index within
the RAT – in 10 % of the cases another register from
the available GPRs is selected, in the other 90 % the
register access is skipped, simulating writing to an
unused register file index. This is a simplification: the
register file entry might be used by another hardware
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Romain uses n-way modular redundancy and can therefore perform majority voting if it detects replica states to
mismatch. Faulty replica state can then be overwritten
with the state of a correct replica. This approach has the
advantage of nearly instant recovery and does not require
a combination with sophisticated checkpoint and rollback
techniques, which could impose additional overhead.
As we will see in Section 6, replicated execution leads
to runtime overhead. Therefore, it depends on the workload and usage scenario, whether a user is willing to run the
minimum amount of three replicas necessary for using majority voting. One might instead opt to use double-modular
redundancy and only detect errors. In this case, we believe
Romain can be paired with restart strategies such as the one
used by Minix [15], or application-level checkpointing [1].

Infinite
Silent Data Corruption
Crash
Success

Register Flip

Decode

ALU

RAT

Benchmark

Figure 5: Distribution of benchmark outcomes for
fault injection experiments
thread and thereby the write would influence the
computations of this thread.
As Romain’s purpose is to handle hardware errors occurring during the execution of user-level applications, we performed fault injection experiments targetting such applications. We ran fault injection campaigns on applications from
the MiBench [13] embedded benchmark suite, observed the
outcome of the experiments and classified them into four
categories:
• Success: Execution continued and produced a correct
result. This indicates that the SEU did not influence
the outcome of execution at all.
• Crash: Execution terminated prematurely with an abnormal result. Such SEUs represent fail-crash errors
which Romain immediately detects.
• Infinite: Execution did not terminate within a specified amount of time. This amount was selected to
be double the amount of an error-free benchmark run.
Such errors most likely represent the program being
stuck in an infinite loop. Romain can detect them using a watchdog mechanism.
• Silent data corruption (SDC): Execution continued
and produced an incorrect result. Romain detects
such errors at the point the results are externalized,
e.g., by making a system call.
We selected 8 benchmarks from the MiBench suite for fault
injection experiments and performed injection runs for each
of the error types and applications. On average we ran 7,000
GPR injections, 3,000 instruction flips, 2,000 ALU flips, and
750 RAT flips for each benchmark. The results in Figure 5
show that depending on the benchmark up to 60 % of the
fault injections resulted in no observable misbehavior by the
application.
It should be noted, that our fault injection campaigns targetted applications of little complexity (leading to few potential candidates for fault injection) and were biased in the
way we selected the fault injection point, because we always
injected a fault on the first hit of an instruction. We believe
that these properties make our results appear overly optimistic in comparison to the studies we cited in Section 3.
Nevertheless, the combination of our experiments and those
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Figure 6: MiBench execution overheads for doubleand triple-modular redundancy using Romain
Access type
Direct mapping
Trap & emulate
Copy & execute

To evaluate Romain’s overhead, we ran the benchmarks
from the MiBench suite as a single instance, as well as
in double- (DMR) and triple-modular redundancy (TMR)
mode and compared their runtimes. We executed this test
on a computer with 12 physical Intel Core2 CPUs running at
2.6 GHz. Hyperthreading was turned off and every replica
as well as the master were pinned to a dedicated CPU. Figure 6 shows the normalized runtime overheads, which vary
between 0.5 % and 30 %, and in many cases are below 5 %.
These results are comparable with Shye’s PLR work [38].
We further investigated what behavioral difference causes
a benchmark to exhibit 30 % TMR overhead in comparison
to having less than 5 % overhead. We counted the amount
of memory management requests the master handles during
a benchmark run and normalized the results with respect
to benchmark execution times. Benchmarks allocating lots
of dynamic memory cause higher rates of memory-related
exceptions (page faults, mapping requests) that need to be
handled. As can be seen in Figure 7, these benchmarks yield
higher runtime overheads when running replicated.
Also in line with other replication approaches, CPU utilization and memory overhead are multiplied when using
replication. We try to limit memory overhead by sharing
read-only regions among replicas.
We additionally performed a microbenchmark to estimate
the overhead of trap & emulate on shared memory accesses.

10^2

10^3

10^4

10^5

Figure 7: Normalized overhead is related to the
amount of memory management requests (logarithmic x scale)
Base code (main, logging, locking)
Application loading
Replica management
Redundancy
Memory management
System call handling
Shared memory handling
Total Romain
Fault injection module
GDB server stub

Table 1: Execution times for writing a 256 MB memory chunk word-wise using direct mapping and the
two evaluated shared memory access mechanisms

6.2 Execution overhead

10^1

Memory faults per second

Execution time
0.16 s
400.39 s
219.20 s

studies confirms the assumption that a significant amount
of transient faults causes no visible application misbehavior.
Instruction-level state comparison, such as lock-stepping
or compiler-generated signatures, would detect mismatches
between replicas here and trigger recovery (implying additional runtime overhead), whereas Romain continues execution unnotified. Crashes and SDC, which Romain also detects at the system call level, make up most of the remainder
of the failures.

10^0

325
375
628
153
445
311
281
2,518
668
1,304

Table 2: Romain complexity in lines of code
We measured the time for memsetting 256 MB of memory with a) the memory directly mapped to the replica,
b) the memory accesses emulated with our trap & emulate
approach, and c) the memory accesses handled using the
copy & execute mechanism discussed in Section 5.2. We see
that handling each memory access as an exception in a different process is much more expensive than direct accesses.
However, we also see that our copy & execute approach is
not only less complex, but also faster than using an instruction emulator.

6.3

Complexity

The main reason to implement Romain as an OS service
was to keep the solution’s complexity, and thus the RCB,
minimal. Table 2 gives an overview about our tool’s complexity in terms of lines of code. The features described in
this paper amount to 2,518 lines of code. To put these numbers into a context, we also show the lines of code needed for
the fault injection module used in Section 6.1 and for a GDB
stub we implemented to aid debugging on top of Romain.
Especially for the system call handling module, we added
code only as far as it was required by our test applications.
We expect the lines of code to grow over time as we explore
further use cases. Additionally, adding multithreading support to Romain will realistically also add several hundreds
of lines of code.

7.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In its current implementation, Romain has three major
limitations, which we intend to address in future work. First,
so far we enabled replicated execution only for the singlethreaded applications from the MiBench benchmark suite.

While this is in line with other related work [11, 33, 34, 38,
47] and while these benchmarks represent widespread workloads, it is insufficient with respect to our goal of addressing
operating system services.
To successfully replicate OS services, Romain needs to
support multithreaded execution, which is inherently nondeterministic, complicating state comparison between replicated threads. Additionally, multithreading also includes
the problem of handling memory shared between threads
of a replica. Both issues can be addressed by making execution of replicated threads deterministic, because then the
events generated by replicated threads will match their replicated counterparts and racy memory accesses will produce
the same outcome in all replicas. (Note, that we don’t want
to fix data races, we only want to verify that racy accesses
produce the same outcome in all replicas.)
These problems are similar to the issues solved by deterministic multithreading [22, 28]. They rely on instrumenting synchronization events to make sure that all executions
chose the same path. In terms of Fiasco.OC, these synchronization points are exposed through kernel objects, which
Romain is able to instrument at the system call boundary.
Enhancing Romain to support device driver software, requires taking care of I/O memory and registers. These are
represented by kernel objects and memory pages, both of
which are in control of the master process. However, performing replicated I/O accesses implies all kinds of troubles
because I/O devices’ behavior may differ from traditional
memory. We think that the copy&execute method presented
in Section 5.2 may be used to handle I/O operations.
We will furthermore look into decreasing memory-related
overhead. To decrease space overhead, we will use copyon-write mappings of writable memory regions instead of
dedicated copies as they are used right now. To reduce the
runtime overhead related to handling memory exceptions,
we will look into memory management strategies that allow
handling page-faults at a coarser granularity. For instance
mapping super-pages instead of single 4 kB pages might decrease the amount of exceptions that need to be handled and
therefore decrease the related runtime overhead.
Close integration with Fiasco.OC enables us to minimize
Romain with respect to the RCB, but leaves open the question whether our approach can be transferred to other systems. We will investigate whether similar mechanisms to
ours can be implemented based on Linux’ ptrace or virtualization features.

8. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented Romain, a framework that
provides software-implemented redundant multithreading to
unmodified binary-only applications on top of the Fiasco.OC
operating system. The framework allows to detect and recover from hardware single-event upsets. The induced runtime overhead is less than 30 %, and in most cases even less
than 5 % for the MiBench benchmark suite. The required
additions to reliable computing base could be minimized to
less then 3,000 lines of code. Romain therefore provides the
same features as previous works at lower complexity.
Romain is part of the L4 Runtime Environment (L4Re)
running on Fiasco.OC. Download and build instructions can
be obtained from http://www.tudos.org/l4re.
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